Amino acid selective labeling and unlabeling for protein resonance assignments.
Structural characterization of proteins by NMR spectroscopy begins with the process of sequence specific resonance assignments in which the (1)H, (13)C and (15)N chemical shifts of all backbone and side-chain nuclei in the polypeptide are assigned. This process requires different isotope labeled forms of the protein together with specific experiments for establishing the sequential connectivity between the neighboring amino acid residues. In the case of spectral overlap, it is useful to identify spin systems corresponding to the different amino acid types selectively. With isotope labeling this can be achieved in two ways: (i) amino acid selective labeling or (ii) amino acid selective 'unlabeling'. This chapter describes both these methods with more emphasis on selective unlabeling describing the various practical aspects. The recent developments involving combinatorial selective labeling and unlabeling are also discussed.